
Applied Geomorphology

GY301 Lecture 2: Pocket Transit 
Survey Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes on the Use of a Pocket Transit in the Field.



The Pocket Transit (Brunton)

• Used to measure compass directions as 
azimuth or bearing.

• Allows for magnetic declination correction.
• Can measure vertical angles with 

clinometer.
• Used to measure strike and dip or trend 

and plunge of geological structures.
• Can be configured to measure elevation 

changes by hand-levelling technique.
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Presentation Notes
The Pocket Transit (Brunton)1. Used to measure compass directions in azimuth or quadrant degrees relative to geographic north.2. Allows for magnetic declination correction via a mechanism that rotates the azimuth scale. When correctly set the sighting arm of the compass points to geographic north when the compass needle is on the 0 azimuth mark.3. The clinometer can measure vertical angles in degrees or gradient. It contains a Vernier scale that becomes useful when the pocket transit is mounted on a tripod.4. Used to measure strike and dip or trend and plunge of geological structures.5. Can be configured to measure elevation changes by hand-levelling technique.



Components of the Pocket Transit
• 2.1: magnetic needle
• 2.2: graduated circle, azimuth or quadrant format
• 2.3: zero pin for setting magnetic declination
• 2.4: sighting arm
• 2.5: peep sight
• 2.6: mirror
• 2.7: round (bull’s eye) level
• 2.8: clinometer scale (degrees and gradient)
• 2.9: clinometer level
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Presentation Notes
Components of the Pocket Transit  (see Fig. 5)2.1: magnetic needle.2.2: graduated circle, azimuth or quadrant format.2.3: zero pin for setting magnetic declination.2.4: sighting arm.2.5: peep sight.2.6: mirror.2.7: round (bull’s eye) level.2.8: clinometer scale (degrees and gradient).2.9: clinometer level.



Components of the Pocket Transit

• 2.10: magnetic declination set screw
• 2.11: clinometer adjustment lever
• 2.12: alidade mount
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Components of the Pocket Transit continued (backside of compass; see Fig 6)2.10: magnetic declination set screw2.11: clinometer adjustment lever2.12: alidade mount



Magnetic Declination

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/geomag/jsp/struts/calcDeclination

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/geomag/jsp/struts/calcDeclination


Measurement Terminology
• Azimuth – a compass direction relative to North (0 

azimuth). East=090, South=180, West = 270. The 
azimuth of the horizontal line in a geological plane is the 
“strike”; the projection of a geological line to the 
horizontal map surface is known as the “trend” azimuth.

• Bearing- a compass direction in quadrant format such as 
N30E, S70E, S40W, West. A bearing can be used to 
describe “strike” or “trend”.

• As would be expected geologists using a quadrant style 
pocket transit report compass direction as quadrant 
bearings, whereas azimuths are reported using azimuth 
format pocket transits.
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Presentation Notes
Measurement Terminology:1. Azimuth – a compass direction relative to North (0 azimuth). East=090, South=180, West = 270. The azimuth of the horizontal line in a geological plane is the “strike”; the projection of a geological line to the horizontal map surface is known as the “trend” azimuth.2. Bearing- a compass direction in quadrant format such as N30E, S70E, S40W, West. A bearing can be used to describe “strike” or “trend”.3. As would be expected geologists using a quadrant style pocket transit report compass direction as quadrant bearings, whereas azimuths are reported using azimuth format pocket transits.



Measuring Azimuth Direction 
Example
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Presentation Notes
Measuring Direction ExampleFigure 13 & 14.In this example the pocket transit is held near the belt buckle. The mirror is used to sight the target. The pocket transit may also be held at eye-level and target sighted with “peep-sight”. In this case a reverse bearing will be read from the north (white) end of the needle. The mirror also “mirror images” the view of the compass dial.



Using the Pocket Transit

• The pocket transit is used to measure 
either compass directions (azimuth or 
bearing), or vertical angles.

• An azimuth or bearing is measured by 
pointing the sighting arm toward the target 
while leveling the circular “bulls-eye” level.

• The north (usually white) end of the needle 
will indicate the azimuth or bearing.
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Presentation Notes
Using the Pocket TransitThe pocket transit is used to measure either compass directions (azimuth or bearing), or vertical angles.An azimuth or bearing is measured by pointing the sighting arm toward the target while leveling the circular “bulls-eye” level.The north (usually white) end of the needle will indicate the azimuth or bearing.



Pocket Transit Training Videos
• Components of the Pocket Transit and magnetic 

declination -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA

• Measuring azimuth and vertical angles with the pocket 
transit - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA

• Basic pocket transit operations -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUXP6gSx5RM

• Measuring strike and dip of planar structures -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6omFbnMIzHU

• Measuring trend and plunge of lineations -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPc9kzFm5b4
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Pocket Transit Training Videos:1. Components of the Pocket Transit and magnetic declination - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA2. Measuring azimuth and vertical angles with the pocket transit - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA3. Basic pocket transit operations - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUXP6gSx5RM4. Measuring strike and dip of planar structures - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6omFbnMIzHU5. Measuring trend and plunge of lineations - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPc9kzFm5b4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo14Mm-dxjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUXP6gSx5RM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6omFbnMIzHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPc9kzFm5b4


Brunton Axis Pocket Transit

• A more advanced version of the standard 
pocket transit.

• The axis has the ability to simultaneously 
measure strike and dip and therefore is 
faster for this type of data measurement 
than the traditional pocket transit that 
requires a 2-step procedure.

• The axis is more accurate measuring 
azimuth.
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Presentation Notes
Brunton Axis Pocket Transit:1. A more advanced version of the standard pocket transit.2. The axis has the ability to simultaneously measure strike and dip and therefore is faster for this type of data measurement than the traditional pocket transit that requires a 2-step procedure.3. The axis is more accurate measuring azimuth.



Axis Training Videos
• Getting oriented with the Axis:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7tOjNz9ZXM
• Measuring azimuth and vertical angles: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39SOYTb0US0
• Measuring strike and dip of planar features: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPCBrzTZXEw
• Measuring trend and plunge of linear features: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVKM4xzULaw
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Presentation Notes
Axis Pocket Transit Training Videos on YouTube:1. Getting oriented with the Axis:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7tOjNz9ZXM2. Measuring azimuth and vertical angles: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39SOYTb0US03. Measuring strike and dip of planar features: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPCBrzTZXEw4. Measuring trend and plunge of linear features: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVKM4xzULaw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7tOjNz9ZXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39SOYTb0US0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hPCBrzTZXEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVKM4xzULaw


Pace Count Measurement

• Pace count is used to measure distance 
by counting the number of paces between 
two points.

• Pace counts typically range between 2.3 
and 3.3 feet per pace.

• Combined with a pocket transit the pace 
count can be used to map the location of 
objects or collected samples.
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Presentation Notes
Pace Count Measurement:1. Pace count is used to measure distance by counting the number of paces between two points.2. Pace counts typically range between 2.3 and 3.3 feet per pace.3. Combined with a pocket transit the pace count can be used to map the location of objects or collected samples.



Pace Count Measurement cont.
• Average pace 

count (feet/pace) 
is determined by 
measuring the 
number of paces 
over at least 200 
feet in 20 different 
trials. The 
average in feet 
per pace is used 
to calculate the 
pace count.

Trial No. Paces Dist. P.C. (PCi-Ave)2

1 95 200 ft. 2.10 0.000100

2 97 200 ft. 2.06 0.000900

3 95 200 ft. 2.10 0.000100

4 99 200 ft. 2.02 0.00490

5 93 200 ft. 2.15 0.00360

6 96 200 ft. 2.08 0.000100

7 94 200 ft. 2.13 0.00160

8 96 200 ft. 2.08 0.000100

Ave=2.09 n=0.0114
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Presentation Notes
Pace Count Measurement cont.1. Average pace count (feet/pace) is determined by measuring the number of paces over at least 200 feet in 20 different trials. The average in feet per pace is used to calculate the pace count.2. Average is the sum of the pace count trials (P.C) divided by the number of trials.3. The sum of squares of deviations (PCi – Ave.)2 is calculated by summing the square of each trial deviation.4. Squaring the deviations in the last column will typically generate small numbers – use at least 3 significant figures to preserve accuracy.



Pace Count Measurement cont.

• The precision of the pace count should be 
determined by calculating the standard 
deviation and % standard error.

Standard Deviation  =   n ( PCi – Ave)2

N-1

Standard Error %  =  ( 2 *(S.D.) ) * 100
Ave

=        0.0114
8-1

= 0.040

= (2*(0.040))*100  =  3.83%

2.09
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Pace Count Measurement cont.The precision of the pace count should be determined by calculating the standard deviation and % standard error.First the standard deviation is calculated by dividing the sum of squares of the deviations by (N-1) where “N” is the number of measurement trials. The square root of this number is the standard deviation.The standard deviation is a calculation of how much the measurements are dispersed around the mean (average). Higher standard deviation value indicate low precision.A problem with the standard deviation is that it is scale dependent. Large numbers will produce large standard deviations so a better calculation is the convert the standard deviation to a percentage of the mean – Standard Error %. The science standard is to use two standard deviations for the standard error %.



Using the Pace Count Statistics

• A distance between two points measured 
75 paces. What is the distance of the leg, 
and what is the accuracy of the estimate 
using the previous calculated values?

Distance = No. Paces * Pace Count Average = 75 paces * 2.09 feet per pace
= 157 feet (rounded to nearest foot)

Accuracy = Distance * (Standard Error %)/100  = 157 feet * 3.83%/100 = 6.01 feet

Therefore the distance and accuracy = 157 feet ± 6.01 feet
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Using the Pace Count Statistics:A distance between two points measured 75 paces. What is the distance of the leg, and what is the accuracy of the estimate using the previous calculated values?2. Distance = No. Paces * Pace Count Average = 75 paces * 2.09 feet per pace = 157 feet (rounded to nearest foot).3. Accuracy = Distance * (Standard Error %)/100  = 157 feet * 3.83%/100 = 6.01 feet, therefore the distance and accuracy = 157 feet ± 6.01 feet.



Pace & Compass Closed Traverse

• A pocket transit and pace count are used 
to track the position of sampling locations

• Use this method when a 1:24,000 topo. 
map is not sufficiently detailed.

• The azimuth and pace from the last 
sample location to the starting location are 
taken to “close” the traverse.

• Inevitable errors should be distributed 
around the traverse.
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Presentation Notes
Pace & Compass Closed Traverse:1. A pocket transit and pace count are used to track the position of sampling locations2. Use this method when a 1:24,000 topo. map is not sufficiently detailed and total station or GPS surveys are no possible or worth the time and effort.3. The azimuth and pace from the last sample location to the starting location are taken to “close” the traverse.4. Inevitable errors should be distributed around the traverse.



Distributing the Error of a Closed 
traverse

• Error is distributed cumulatively through closed 
traverse.

1
2
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corrected Total error vector

5/9 error
vector
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Distributing the Error of a Closed traverse:Error is distributed cumulatively through closed traverse.In this example there are 9 survey stations so the total error vector is divided by 9 to yield the correction factor. Beginning with the 2nd station the position is shifted 1/9 of the total error distance in the azimuth direction of the total error vector. The 3rd station will be corrected by 2/9 of total error vector, the 4th station by 3/9 of total error vector and so on until at the starting point the shift is the complete error vector. The adjusted position of the survey should now use the shifted position. The only station that will be unchanged is the starting 1st station.



Using the Clinometer
• The clinometer measures inclination angles when the pocket transit 

is held in a vertical plane.
• The clinometer scale has 2 systems:

– Degrees: -90 to 0 to +90
– Gradient: tan(slope angle) * 100%

• The clinometer may be set to 0 and then used as a level to sight 
points of equal elevation.

• The clinometer is adjusted with a lever on the base of the 
instrument.

• When measuring vertical angles with a clinometer the instrument 
must be positioned so that the level bubble is up and the clinometer 
scale is downward. This is true even if you are measuring a negative 
slope or dip angle on an overhanging surface.
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Presentation Notes
Using the Clinometer:1. The clinometer measures inclination angles when the pocket transit is held in a vertical plane.2. The clinometer scale has 2 systems:Degrees: -90 to 0 to +90Gradient: tan(slope angle) * 100%3. The clinometer may be set to 0 and then used as a level to sight points of equal elevation.4. The clinometer is adjusted with a lever on the base of the instrument.5. When measuring vertical angles with a clinometer the instrument must be positioned so that the level bubble is up and the clinometer scale is downward. This is true even if you are measuring a negative slope or dip angle on an overhanging surface.



Measuring the Height of an Object

• The clinometer may be combined with a measured 
horizontal baseline distance to calculate the height of an 
object.

• You must measure your “eye height” if you are using this 
method.

• You will need a calculator that can process trig functions.
• When measuring with the clinometer make sure to 

record the angle from the degree scale, not the gradient 
scale.

• When processing calculations remember to either set 
your calculator to use degrees, or convert degrees to 
radians. Spreadsheets and programming languages use 
radians so you must convert degrees to radians when 
using computer applications.
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Measuring the Height of an Object:1. The clinometer may be combined with a measured horizontal baseline distance to calculate the height of an object.2. You must measure your “eye height” if you are using this method.3. You will need a calculator that can process trig functions.4. When measuring with the clinometer make sure to record the angle from the degree scale, not the gradient scale.5. When processing calculations remember to either set your calculator to use degrees, or convert degrees to radians. Spreadsheets and programming languages use radians so you must convert degrees to radians when using computer applications.



Clinometer Geometry During Measurement 
with Hand-held Transit

Measured baseline
distance

Adjacent side

Clinometer
angle

Opposite side

Eye height

Height of Tree = Eye Height + Baseline dist. x Tan(Clinometer angle)

Eye height
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Clinometer Geometry During Measurement: The baseline (adjacent side) from the survey position to the target should be measured as accurately as possible.The “eye height” of the person measuring the clinometer angle should be determined to the nearest tenth of a foot.The clinometer should be aimed at the top of the target and the angle read off the clinometer scale. The calculation is as follows: Ht. = (eye ht.) + baseline * tan (clinometer angle).Note that the critical measurement is the clinometer angle. Measure it multiple times and use the average of the measurements in the calculation.



Clinometer Geometry During 
Measurement with Tripod
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Presentation Notes
Clinometer Geometry During Measurement: The baseline distance (adjacent side) from the survey position to the target should be measured as accurately as possible.The “instrument height” of the tripod mounted pocket transit  measuring the clinometer angle should be determined to the nearest tenth of a foot. Measure from the center of rotation of the clinometer vertically to the ground. The pocket transit body should be in the vertical angle measuring position (i.e. the body of the pocket transit should be vertical).The clinometer should be aimed at the top of the target and the angle read off the clinometer scale. The calculation is as follows: Ht. = (eye ht.) + baseline * tan (clinometer angle).Note that the critical measurement is the clinometer angle. Measure it multiple times and use the average of the measurements in the calculation.



Using the Clinometer Vernier 
Scale

• The clinometer Vernier scale 
allows one to read the 
clinometer angle to the nearest 
0.5 degree.

• When reading the index line 
decide which two marks the 
index line falls between – in the 
adjacent example its between 
26 and 27 degrees.

• Look at the 30 and 60 minute 
marks on the Vernier – the one 
that is lined up closest to a 0.5 
degree mark on the scale is the 
proper reading – so this 
example is 26 degrees 30 
seconds.
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Using the Clinometer Vernier Scale:1. The clinometer Vernier scale allows one to read the clinometer angle to the nearest 0.5 degree.2. When reading the index line decide which two marks the index line falls between – in the adjacent example its between 26 and 27 degrees.3. Look at the 30 and 60 minute marks on the Vernier – the one that is lined up closest to a 0.5 degree mark on the scale is the proper reading – so this example is 26 degrees 30 seconds.



Hand-Leveling with Clinometer

• Need eye height measurement (inches).
• Set clinometer to 0.
• Holding pocket transit in a vertical plane 

sight to a point on the ground when the 
clinometer bubble is level.

• Walk to the point sighted- this point is 1 
eye-height elevation above the start point.

• Bring a tape measure to measure the 
“excess” height on the last measurement.
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Hand-Leveling with Clinometer:1. Need eye height measurement (inches).2. Set clinometer to 0.3. Holding pocket transit in a vertical plane sight to a point on the ground when the clinometer bubble is level.4. Walk to the point sighted- this point is 1 eye-height elevation above the start point.5. Bring a tape measure to measure the “excess” height on the last measurement.



Hand-Leveling Geometry

Eye Ht.=65 
inches

Elev.Change= 3 x eye 
height – excess = 

3 x 65” – 30” = 165” =
13.75 ft.

Excess=
30”
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Hand-Leveling Geometry:Eye height should be determined to a precision of a tenth of a foot (or nearest inch).Elev. Change = (no. of hand levels) * (eye height) – (excess height).A stadia rod is useful for measuring the excess height.



Other Clinometer Uses:

• Direct Slope angle measurement- use a 
clipboard to average out the angle.

• Set the clinometer to 0 to level to a point of 
known elevation. 

• Use a baseline to determine the position of 
an inaccessible point, and measure the 
height.
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Other Clinometer Uses:1. Direct Slope angle measurement- use a clipboard to average out the angle.2. Set the clinometer to 0 to level to a point of known elevation. 3. Use a baseline to determine the position of an inaccessible point, and measure the height.



Level to Equivalent Elevation

• If the clinometer is set to 0 the peep site 
can be used to sight in an equivalent 
elevation.

• This can be useful for mapping contours 
(lines of equal elevation), determining 
strike line, predicting flood levels, etc.

• In this configuration the body of the pocket 
transit is vertical with the clinometer level 
up and clinometer scale down.



Baseline Method

Az=090

Az=050 Az=315

Clinometer 
angle

x

y

Horizontal triangle is set by scale and azimuth
Y (height)= Tan (clinometer angle) ( X )
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Baseline Method:Use this method when target is inaccessible.Measure a baseline of known length on the accessible side of the barrier. The ends of the baseline should have sight lines to the target with a minimum angular difference of 30 degrees.Using the horizontal scale solve for x and then combine that with the clinometer angle to solve for the target height (y). The second station can be used for a check using the same procedure.



Exam Summary
• Know the parts and terminology of the pocket transit. 
• Be able to distribute error over a closed traverse.
• Be prepared to make measurements with the pocket transit.
• Be prepared to make measurements and solve height problems with 

the pocket transit.
• Know how to determine and set the magnetic declination on a 

pocket transit.
• Be able to define these terms: azimuth, bearing, clinometer, 

magnetic declination, geographic north, magnetic north.
• Be able to make measurements and calculate elevations with the 

hand level technique.
• Be able to calculate the average pace length, standard deviation, 

and standard error % from a set of pace count data.
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Exam Summary:1. Know the parts and terminology of the pocket transit. 2. Be able to distribute error over a closed traverse.3. Be prepared to make measurements with the pocket transit.4. Be prepared to make measurements and solve height problems with the pocket transit.5. Know how to determine and set the magnetic declination on a pocket transit.6. Be able to define these terms: azimuth, bearing, clinometer, magnetic declination, geographic north, magnetic north.Be able to make measurements and calculate elevations with the hand level technique.Be able to calculate the average pace length, standard deviation, and standard error % from a set of pace count data.
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